
Analysis of genome-wide association study data
with a focus on prediction of complex traits:

Session 2B - Traditional Heritability Analysis

Material at www.dougspeed.com/gwascourse
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Heritability

Heritability is a fundamental property in quantitative genetics

It measures how much of the variation in the trait is due to genetic factors

The extent that genetic similarities cause phenotypic similarities

Important in plant and animal genetics

e.g., determines potential of selective breeding

Important for human diseases

e.g., determines how well we can predict individual risk
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Definition of Heritability

Broad-sense heritability considers all genetic factors

Phenotype = Genetics + Environmental Noise

Y = G + E

Var (Y) = Var (G) + Var (E) (makes many assumptions)

Broad-sense heritability: H2 = Var (G)/Var (Y)

Narrow-sense heritability considers only additive contributions

Phenotype = Additive Genetics + Environmental Noise

Y = A + E

Var (Y) = Var (A) + Var (E) (again makes assumptions)

Narrow-sense heritability: h2 = Var (A)/Var (Y)
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Definition of Heritability

E.g., the variance of human height is about 25cm2 (after allowing for sex)

160 165 170 175 180 185

Total Variation

Of which about 20cm2 is due to genetics, 5cm2 due to other factors (noise)

160 165 170 175 180 185

Genetics
F

re
qu

en
cy

−10 −5 0 5 10

Noise

Therefore, the heritability of height is 20/25 = 80%
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Some Heritabilities

Environment

Genetics

Human Height Schizophrenia Obesity

Crohn's Disease Bipolar Disorder Epilepsy
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Practical - Galton Height Data

Open R and load in today’s dataset - what does the dataset contain?

load("data2b.R")

ls()

head(Galton)

Focus on the dataset Galton - what does this contains?

Plot the first values against the second values

Regress the second values on the first values
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Practical - Galton Height Data

summary(Galton)

father child

Min. :62.22 Min. :61.70

1st Qu.:67.17 1st Qu.:66.20

Median :68.58 Median :68.20

Mean :68.31 Mean :68.09

3rd Qu.:69.99 3rd Qu.:70.20

Max. :74.94 Max. :73.70

var(Galton[,1])

[1] 6.389121

var(Galton[,2])

[1] 6.340029
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Practical - Galton Height Data

plot(Galton[,1],Galton[,2])

plot(Galton[,1]+rnorm(928,0,.1),Galton[,2]+rnorm(928,0,.1),

xlab="Father's Height",ylab="Child's Height")

abline(v=mean(Galton[,1]),col=2,lty=3,lwd=3)

abline(h=mean(Galton[,2]),col=2,lty=3,lwd=3)

abline(a=0,b=1,col=2,lty=3,lwd=3)
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Practical - Galton Height Data

lm(Galton[,2]~Galton[,1])

Call:

lm(formula = Galton[, 2] ~ Galton[, 1])

Coefficients:

(Intercept) Galton[, 1]

36.872 0.457

This fits the model C = α + βF

where F are father’s heights, C are children’s heights.

estimate α = 36.9 (intercept) and β = 0.46 (slope/gradient)

Actually 2× 0.46 = 0.91 is an estimate of heritability (will see why later)
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We Usually Assume Additivity

As with GWAS, the default is to assume additivity within SNPs

likewise, it is standard to assume additivity across SNPs

So if individuals with genotype AG at SNP 1 have (expected) phenotype
one above the mean, and individuals with genotype CT at SNP 2 have
phenotype two above the mean, then individuals with genotype AG at
SNP 1 and CT at SNP 2 will have phenotype three above the mean

Therefore, we typically prefer the model Y = A + E

which leads to estimates of narrow-sense heritability

But we could extend the model to (say) Y = A + D + C + E

where D is dominance, C is common environment
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Ways to Measure Heritability

There are many possible study designs, but the basic principle is to see
whether closely related individuals tend to have similar phenotypes

If close relatives have more similar phenotypes ⇒ higher heritability

1 - The study can either focus on collecting only one (or two) types of
relations; e.g., recruiting father-son pairs, or only twins

estimate heritability using The Covariance Equation

2 - The study can recruit entire families; there will be a range of different
relationships (e.g., siblings, parent-child, cousins, etc, etc)

estimate heritability using The Mixed Model
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Measuring Relatedness

The formal way to measure relatedness is via φ, r and f , the coefficients
of kinship, of relatedness and of inbreeding

The coefficient of kinship φ between two individuals is the probability that
two homologous alleles (from the same chromosome pair), one chosen at
random from each individual, are identical by descent (IBD) from a known
common ancestor (see next slides)

The coefficient of relatedness r is twice the coefficient of kinship

The coefficient of inbreeding (or of consanguinity) of an individual is the
coefficient of kinship of their parents; an individual is outbred if their
parents are unrelated
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How we Inherit DNA

  

 Chr 1      Chr 2    Chr 3       Chr 4      Chr 5     Chr 6      Chr 7     Chr 8     Chr 9     ….....      Chr 22

Mother's DNA  (excluding sex chromosomes)

We each inherit half our DNA from our mother (and half from father)
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How we Inherit DNA

  

 Chr 1      Chr 2    Chr 3       Chr 4      Chr 5     Chr 6      Chr 7     Chr 8     Chr 9     ….....      Chr 22

Mother's DNA  (excluding sex chromosomes)

v

 Chr 1      Chr 2    Chr 3       Chr 4      Chr 5     Chr 6      Chr 7     Chr 8     Chr 9     ….....      Chr 22

Son's DNA (first of each pair comes from mother, second comes from father) 

We inherit a mosaic of DNA (changes in colour indicate recombinations)
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Identity by Descent

  

FatherMother

Each child inherits a set of maternal
chromosomes and a set of paternal
chromosomes

Matching colours indicate the son
and daughter are IBD for that position

Alleles will match at positions of dif-
ferent colours, simply due to chance
(not common ancestry)

Let (k0, k1, k2) be expected fractions
IBD0, IBD1 and IBD2
Then φ = k1/4 + k2/2
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Identity by Descent

  

FatherMother

DaughterSon

IBD1

IBD1

IBD1

IBD2

IBD0

Each child inherits a set of maternal
chromosomes and a set of paternal
chromosomes

Matching colours indicate the son
and daughter are IBD for that position

Alleles will match at positions of dif-
ferent colours, simply due to chance
(not common ancestry)
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Coefficients of Kinship and Relatedness

  

Mother  Son Father Daughter

 A  B  C  D

Allele picked from Probability common ancestor (same colour)

A & C 1/2
A & D 0
B & C 0
B & D 1/2

Average 1/4

Therefore, full siblings also have φ = 1/4 and r = 1/2

what about mother-son pairs?
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Common Coefficients

Relationship (S ,T ) k0, k1, k2 φ r

MZ twins (0,1) 0, 0, 1 1/2 1
DZ twins / Full siblings (2,2) 1/4, 1/2, 1/4 1/4 1/2
Parent-child (1,1) 0, 1, 0 1/4 1/2
Half siblings (2,1) 1/2, 1/2, 0 1/8 1/4
Uncle-niece (3,2) 1/2, 1/2, 0 1/8 1/4
Grandparent-grandchild (2,1) 1/2, 1/2, 0 1/8 1/4
Cousins (4,2) 3/4, 1/4, 0 1/16 1/8

Formula: if we define each relationship by S , its degree, the number of
links (meioses) between the pairs, and T , the number of common
ancestors, then φ = T × 0.5S+1
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Question

Here is my DNA (for one chromosome pair) and DNA of five other people

Pairs show maternal chromosome, then paternal chromosome

   Me Person 1 Person 2 Person 3 Person 4 Person 5

M
at

er
na

l P
aternal

Which of the five people is my father?
Which of the five people is my brother?

Which of the five people is my wife?
Which of the five people is my daughter?

Who is the other person?
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The Covariance Equation

The covariance between X and Y measures their dependence

Cov(X ,Y ) = E[X -E(X )][Y -E(Y )] = E(XY )− E(X )E(Y )

Positive covariance means when X increases, Y tends to also increase

Negative covariance means when X increases, Y tends to decrease

Some properties

Cov(X ,X ) = Var(X )

Cov(A + B,C ) = Cov(A,C ) + Cov(B,C )

Covariance depends on units, so more usual to report correlation

Cor(X ,Y ) = Cov(X ,Y )/Var(X ).5Var(Y ).5
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The Covariance Equation

Suppose the phenotype model Y = A + D + C + E

If Individuals i and j have IBD vector (k0, k1, k2), then common to assume:

Cov(Yi ,Yj) = rVar(A) + k2Var(D) + γVar(C ),

= 2φVar(A) + k2Var(D) + γVar(C ),

where γ = 1 if the individuals share environment (else γ = 0)

Proof complicated, but can check this makes sense:

if unrelated, Cov(Yi ,Yj) = 0;

for MZ Twins, Cov(Y1,Yj) = Var(A) + Var(D) + Var(C );

for DZ Twins, Cov(Y1,Yj) = Var(A)/2 + Var(D)/4 + Var(C )
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Estimating Heritability using The Covariance Equation

We want to estimate h2 = Var(A)/Var(Y )

It’s fairly easy to measure Var(Y )

can estimate from any randomly picked individuals

We use the covariance equation to estimate Var(A)

if we measure the covariance between pairs of individuals, then the

covariance equation tells us how this value is related to Var(A)
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Parent-Child Studies

Suppose we have heights for fathers F and children C

1 - Estimate Var(Y )

Can get this from either Var(F ) or Var(C )

For Galton data, Var(F ) = 6.4 (inches2), while Var(C ) = 6.3

2 - Estimate Var(A)

Putting r = 0.5, k2 = 0 and γ = 0 into the covariance equation gives
Cov(F ,C ) = Var(A)/2

For these data, Cov(F,C) = 2.9 (inches)

so our estimate of Var(A) is 5.8
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Parent-Child Studies

Suppose we have heights for fathers F and children C

3 - Estimate h2 = Var(A)/Var(Y )

Therefore, our estimate of heritability is 2Cov(F ,C)
Var(F ) = 5.8/6.4 = 0.91

When regressing C on F, we use the equation E[C ] = α + βF

the least squares estimate of β is Cov(F ,C )/Var(F )

Therefore, with parent-child data, you can estimate h2 simply by
regressing children’s height on father’s height (and multiplying by two)
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MZ Twins

Let M1 and M2 be MZ twins (r = 1, k2 = 1, γ = 1)

The covariance equation gives Cov(M1,M2) = Var(A) +Var(D) +Var(C )

If we assume Var(D) = Var(C ) = 0

then Cov(M1,M2) = Var(A)

therefore Cov(M1,M2)/Var(M1) is an estimate of h2

Probably OK to suppose no dominance contributions, but assuming no
effects of shared environment is unlikely to be accurate ...
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MZ and DZ Twins - The Twin Method / ACE Model

Let D1 and D2 be DZ twins (r = 0.5, k2 = 0.25, γ = 1). The covariance
equations are

Cov(M1,M2) = Var(A) + Var(D) + Var(C )

Cov(D1,D2) = Var(A)/2 + Var(D)/4 + Var(C )

If we assume Var(D) = 0, we get:

Cov(M1,M2) = Var(A) + Var(C )

Cov(D1,D2) = Var(A)/2 + Var(C )

Therefore, 2[Cov(M1,M2)− Cov(D1,D2)] is an estimate of Var(A),

while Var(M1), Var(M2), Var(D1), Var(D2) are all estimates of Var(Y ),

so 2[Cor(M1,M2)− Cor(D1,D2)] is an estimate of h2 (see practical)
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MZ and DZ Twins - The Twin Method / ACE Model

So to estimate heritability using the twin methods, simply compute
correlation between MZ twins, then correlation between DZ twins, then
twice the difference is an estimate of h2

If the difference is zero, then all similarity must be due to shared
environment

Meanwhile, 2Cov(M1,M2)− Cov(D1,D2) is an estimate of Var(C)

and 2Cor(M1,M2)− Cor(D1,D2) is an estimate of Var(C)/Var(Y)
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Practical - The Twin Method

Assume the model Y = A + C + E

show that 2× [Cor(M1,M2)− Cor(D1,D2)] is an estimate of h2

Skin-fold thickness provides a useful measure of (human) fatness. The
table below gives the correlation of skin-fold thickness in twins aged under
10 and between 10 and 15. Estimate h2 in the two groups under the ACE
model. How does this suggest h2 changes with age.

Under 10 10-15

Cor(M1,M2) 0.64 0.91
Cor(D1,D2) 0.38 0.42

Suppose the true model is Y = A + C + D + E

what have we just estimated?
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Practical - The Twin Method

Want to estimate Var(A)/Var(Y)

Note that Var(M1), Var(M2), Var(D1) & Var(D2) are all estimates of Var(Y)

Covariance Equation gives Var(A) = 2 [Cov(M1,M2) - Cov(D1,D2)]

Dividing by Var(Y) = Var(M1).5 Var(M2).5 = Var(D1).5 Var(D2).5

gives Var(A)/Var(Y) = 2 [Cor(M1,M2) - Cor(D1,D2)]

Under ACE model, we estimate h2=2(.64-.38)=.52 for under 10s, and h2=2(.91-.42)=.98 for
10-15s. Note that Var(C)/Var(Y) is 0.12 for under 10s, but -0.07 for 10-15s (!!!)

Under ACDE model, 0.52 and 0.98 are now estimates of [Var(A)+3/2Var(D)]/Var(Y) so
over-estimates of H2=(Var(A)+Var(D))/Var(Y)

Note, under ADE model, an estimate of h2 is 4Cor(D1,D2)-Cor(M1,M2); so .88 for under 10s,
.77 for 10-15s

Lesson: heritability estimates depend crucially on the model assumptions
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Some Caveats

All heritability values are estimates

so should be accompanied by standard errors / confidence intervals

Larger sample size (or higher sample relatedness) ⇒ higher precision

Heritability is sample-specific (depends on demographics, population, etc.)

e.g., heritability of height is lower in poor societies

likely due to limited access to food and medical care

heritability of intelligence lower in infants and rises with age

likely due to increased impact of environment when a child

Twin studies regularly estimate high h2 for wide range of phenotypes

some researchers are suspicious of these high estimates
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More Caveats

An estimate’s accuracy depends on accuracy of the model assumptions

We have been ignoring cross terms and assuming additivity

We have made very simple assumption about environment

either entirely shared or absent (γ is 0 or 1)

Environment may differ between MZ and DZ twins, e.g., different parental
attitude or in utero environment. A study found that DZ twins mistaken
for MZ were found to be more similar for psychological traits (Gunderson
et al.. Twin Research and Human Genetics, 2006)

From a statistical point of view, the best scenario is to examine twins who
grow up apart (adoption studies), as then can ignore common
environmental effects
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Limitations

Can be difficult to recruit enough pairs of the desired type (e.g.,
parent-child pairs or twins)

This approach is very wasteful, as it excludes other family members

Given related pairs of multiple types (e.g., data from multiple families), in
theory, we could perform separate analyses and combine results

But the more elegant solution is to use the Mixed Model

The Mixed Model generalizes the covariance equation, allowing us to
simultaneously analyse multiple types of relatedness
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The Mixed Model

The mixed model takes the form: Cov(Y )

 =

 K

Var(A) +

 I

Var(E )

K is the (pedigree) kinship matrix; each element of K indicates the
coefficient of relatedness r between a pairs of individuals

So if individuals 1 and 2 are parent-child, K1,2 = 0.5

if individuals 3 and 4 are twins, K3,4 = 1

if individuals 1 and 3 are unrelated, K1,3 = 0, etc.

I is an identity matrix (1 on diagonal, 0 otherwise)
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Matrices

Matrices allow us to store many equations in an efficient manner

E.g., (
7 −2
−6 1

)
=

(
−3 2
−5 8

)
a +

(
3 5
8 −4

)
b,

stores 4 separate equations:

7 = -3 a + 3 b

-6 = -5 a + 8 b

-2 = 2a + 5b

1=8a -4 b

(Demonstration only: these equations don’t make sense mathematically!)
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The Mixed Model

The model: Cov(Y) = K Var(A) + I Var(E)


Var(Y1) Cov(Y1, Y2) Cov(Y1, Y3) . . . Cov(Y1, Yn)

Cov(Y2, Y1) Var(Y2) Cov(Y2, Y3) . . . Cov(Y2, Yn)
Cov(Y3, Y1) Cov(Y3, Y2) Var(Y3) . . . Cov(Y3, Yn)

.

.

.
. . .

.

.

.
Cov(Yn, Y1) Cov(Yn, Y2) Cov(Yn, Y3) . . . Var(Yn)



=


1 K1,2 K1,3 . . . K1,n

K2,1 1 K2,3 K2,n

.

.

.
. . .

.

.

.
Kn,1 Kn,2 K2,3 . . . 1

Var(A) +


1 0 0 . . . 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0

.

.

.
. . .

.

.

.
0 0 0 . . . 1

Var(E)

The mixed model represents a collection of nC2 = n× (n + 1)/2 equations,
each describing the covariance between a pair of individuals:

Cov(Yi ,Yj) =

{
Ki ,jVar(A) when i 6= j

Var(A) + Var(E ) when i = j
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Estimating Heritability using The Mixed Model

1 - Collect individuals for one or more families of any relationship types

2 - Record phenotypes Y

3 - Construct kinship matrix K (coefficients of relatedness between pairs)

Use software to solve Cov(Y) = K Var(A) + I Var(E)

the estimate of h2 is Var(A)/Var(Y )

The usual method of solving is called REML - this finds Var(Y), Var(A)
and Var(E) that maximise the REstricted Maximum Likelihood

Many software exist for this (e.g., ASREML, GCTA, LDAK)
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Example Kinship Matrices

Suppose we have 3 parent-child pairs, (P1 & C1, P2 & C2, P3 & C3)

K =



1 1/2 0 0 0 0
1/2 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 1/2 0 0
0 0 1/2 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1/2
0 0 0 0 1/2 1


Individuals P1 C1 P2 C2 P3 C3

Kinship is zero for pairs when relatedness not known
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Example Kinship Matrices

Suppose we have a parent-child pair (P & C), two MZ twins (M1 & M2)
and two DZ twins (D1 & D2)

make the corresponding kinship matrix

K =



..... .... ..... .... ..... ....

..... .... ..... .... ..... ....

..... .... ..... .... ..... ....

..... .... ..... .... ..... ....

..... .... ..... .... ..... ....

..... .... ..... .... ..... ....


Individuals P C M1 M2 D1 D2

(Because we have siblings, we should include common environment Var(C)
in the mixed model: Cov(Y) = K Var(A) + C Var(C) + I Var(E))
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Example Kinship Matrices

Suppose we have a parent-child pair (P & C), two MZ twins (M1 & M2)
and two DZ twins (D1 & D2)

make the corresponding kinship matrix

K =



1 1/2 0 0 0 0
1/2 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 1 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1/2
0 0 0 0 1/2 1


Individuals P C M1 M2 D1 D2

Because we have siblings, we could include common environment Var(C)
in the mixed model: Cov(Y) = K Var(A) + C Var(C) + I Var(E)
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Practical - Kinship Matrices

Construct this matrix in R

K =



1 1/2 0 0 0 0
1/2 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 1 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1/2
0 0 0 0 1/2 1
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Practical - Kinship Matrices

Can do in one step:

kin1=matrix(c(1,.5,0,0,0,0,.5,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,1,1,0,0,
0,0,0,0,1,.5,0,0,0,0,.5,1),byrow=T,nrow=6)

Or in multiple steps:

kin1=diag(6)

Then use square brackets to select or change elements
kin1[1,2]=.5, kin1[3,4]=1, etc.
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Practical - Kinship Matrices

We use the same dataset as before - load("data2b.R")

#look at matrix pairs1

pairs1

Ind1 Ind2 Relatedness

[1,] 1 2 0.5

[2,] 3 4 1.0

[3,] 5 6 0.5

#fill kin1 using a loop - here is an example loop

for(row in 1:3)

{

i=pairs1[row,1];

j=pairs1[row,2];

rel=pairs1[row,3]

cat(paste("Individuals ",i," & ",j,", Relatedness: ",rel,"\n",sep=""))

}
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Practical - Kinship Matrices

kin1=diag(6)

for(row in 1:3)

{

i=pairs1[row,1];

j=pairs1[row,2];

rel=pairs1[row,3]

kin1[i,j]=rel;

kin1[j,i]=rel

}

Now make the kinships corresponding to pairs2

Hint: use nrow() to get number of rows, max() to find out how many
individuals
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Practical - Kinship Matrices

kin2=diag(100)

for(row in 1:nrow(pairs2))

{

i=pairs2[row,1];j=pairs2[row,2];rel=pairs2[row,3]

kin2[i,j]=rel;kin2[j,i]=rel

}

#see what it looks like

up=which(upper.tri(kin2,diag=F)) #plot only off diagonal terms

hist(kin2[up],n=100,xlab="Relatedness",axes=F)

axis(1,at=.5^(0:5),lab=c(1,"1/2","1/4","1/8","1/16","1/32"))

axis(2)

pos=intersect(up,which(kin2>0)) #plot only positive terms

hist(kin2[pos],n=100,xlab="Relatedness",axes=F)

axis(1,at=.5^(0:5),lab=c(1,"1/2","1/4","1/8","1/16","1/32"))

axis(2)
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Solving the Mixed Model

The most precise estimates of Var(A) and Var(E) are obtained using
Restricted Maximum Likelihood (REML)

a faster alternative is Haseman Elston regression:

1 - Collect n individuals and record phenotypes Y

2 - Construct kinship matrix K

3 - Fill X, which contains relatedness between pairs of individuals (Ki ,j)

4 - Fill Z, which contains squared differences in phenotypes ((Yi − Yj)
2)

5 - Regress Z on X (using model Z = α + βX )

α has expected value 2 Var(Y), β has expected value -2 Var(A)

so −β/α is an estimate of h2
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Haseman-Elston Regression

Construct the vectors Z = (Yi − Yj)
2 and X = Ki ,j . Each has length nC2

E(Z ) = E((Yi − Yj)
2)

= E(Y 2
i + Y 2

j − 2YiYj)

Without loss of generality, assume E(Y ) = 0, then

E(Z ) = Var(Y ) + Var(Y )− 2Cov(Yi ,Yj)

= 2Var(Y )− 2Ki ,jVar(A)

Therefore, when fitting the model Z = α + βX ,

α = 2Var(Y ) and β = −2Var(A)

Therefore, −α/β is an estimate of h2 = Var(A)/Var(Y )
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Mice Data

#kinmice is a kinship matrix for 100 highly related mice

hist(as.numeric(kinmice),n=100)

#Y1 and Y2 are two phenotypes

#squares1 and squares2 contain the squared differences

#hint, if you wanted to make these, could use a loop within a loop

squares1=NULL;squares2=NULL

for(i in 1:99)

{

for(j in (i+1):100)

{

squares1=rbind(squares1,c(i,j,kinmice[i,j],(Y1[i]-Y1[j])^2))

squares2=rbind(squares2,c(i,j,kinmice[i,j],(Y2[i]-Y2[j])^2))

}}

(Ignore for moment that kinships are continuous)
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Mice Data

Which trait is most heritable?

par(mfrow=c(1,2))

plot(squares1[,3],squares1[,4],xlab="Relatedness",

ylab="Squared Phenotype Difference",main="Trait 1")

plot(squares2[,3],squares2[,4],xlab="Relatedness",

ylab="Squared Phenotype Difference",main="Trait 2")
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Mice Data

Hard to tell? Add regression lines

plot(squares1[,3],squares1[,4],xlab="Relatedness",

ylab="Squared Phenotype Difference",main="Trait 1")

reg1=lm(squares1[,4]~squares1[,3])

abline(reg1,col=2,lwd=3)
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Mice Data

Still can’t tell? Zoom in

plot(squares1[,3],squares1[,4],xlab="Relatedness",

ylab="Squared Phenotype Difference",main="Trait 1",ylim=c(0,5))

reg1=lm(squares1[,4]~squares1[,3])

abline(reg1,col=2,lwd=3)
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Mice Data

Estimate h2 by Haseman Elston Regression

reg1=lm(squares1[,4]~squares1[,3])

reg1

Call:

lm(formula = squares1[, 4] ~ squares1[, 3])

Coefficients:

(Intercept) squares1[, 3]

2.043 -1.223

reg1$coeff[1]

(Intercept)

2.043432

-reg1$coeff[2]/reg1$coeff[1]

0.5986112

reg2=lm(squares2[,4]~squares2[,3])

-reg2$coeff[2]/reg2$coeff[1]

0.05966459
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Problems with Pedigree-Based Heritability Estimation

Traditional heritability analyses require only pedigree and phenotypic data
but relying on pedigree information is problematic

Estimates of heritability depend on the pedigree information available

there is no such thing as a complete pedigree

discovering a new common ancestor will change estimates

in absence of information we must assume individuals “unrelated”

Moreover, even a “complete” pedigree only provides expected relatedness

(i.e., expected IBD fractions / coefficients of kinships)
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Theoretical Distribution of φ

Full-siblings are expected to have φ = −.25 (r = 0.5). But actual fraction
of genome they share could be 25% higher or 25% less

From Assumption-Free Estimation from Genome-Wide Identity-by-Descent
Sharing between Full Siblings. PLoS Genetics 2006
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Theoretical Distribution of φ

From Relatedness in the post-genomic era: is it still useful? Nature
Reviews Genetics 2015
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Theoretical Distribution of φ

Fraction Identical by Descent

0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35

Siblings

Half−Siblings

First−Cousins

Half−Cousins

Second−Cousin

Half−Second−Cousin

Third−Cousin

Half−Third−Cousins

...
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Measuring Actual Relatedness

Suppose X is a matrix of SNP genotypes

columns are standardized, so that E[Xj ] = 0 and Var(Xj) = 1

Allelic correlations take the form K = XDXT

Q

where D is a diagonal matrix (contains SNP weightings)

Q is a constant that ensures trace(K ) =
∑

Ki ,i = n

individual elements of K are Ki ,j =
∑

l
Xi,lDl,lXj,l

Q

The default choice of D is an identity matrix (Dl ,l = 1)

then Q = m and K = XXT

m

E[Ki ,j ] is the coefficient of relatedness between i and j
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Allelic Correlations

When using the default allelic correlations, K1,2 =
∑

l
X1,lX2,l

m

To understand how K1,2 is computed, imagine laying the two individuals’
genomes side by side and counting the matches / mismatches

(S1 and S2 are raw genotypes, X1 and X2 standardized genotypes)

  

S
1

S
2

 0      2        2                                1                                 2

 
 2      2        0                                1                                 1

Effect on K
12

       –      +        –                                +                                 –

X
1

X
2

-.3    .8       .9                               .8                              1.2

 
2.6   .8      -.5                              1.6                              .3

        K
12

     =    (-.78  +.64   -.45                          +1.28                         +.36) /m
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Allelic Correlations

Allelic correlations look similar to coefficients of relatedness (higher values
indicate closer relatedness) but are continuous-valued (rather that
restricted to 1s, 1/2s, 1/4s, etc)

While most values are within 0 and 1, values can lie outside this range (a
negative value means two individuals are less genetically similar than two
individuals picked at random)

The mice kinships shown earlier were allelic correlations

(as explained in Session 3B, they come from a complex pedigree)
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Using Actual Relatedness Improves Accuracy

By measuring actual relatedness, rather than relying on expected
relatedness, we can obtain (slightly) more precise estimate of h2

Purple boxes are estimates using expected relatedness; red use actual
relatedness (green, blue use less accurate measures of actual relatedness)

a
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Practical - Sib pairs

We use the same dataset as before - load("data2b.R")

The dataset sibs contains estimated relatedness and phenotypes for 100
(full) sib pairs.

a - estimate h2 using The Covariance Equation

(assume the model Y = A + C + E)

b - estimate h2 using Haseman Elston regression and expected relatedness

(you will have to construct a kinship matrix K

then vectors containing Ki ,j and (Yi − Yj)
2 for each pair)

c - estimate h2 using Haseman Elston regression and actual relatedness
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Practical - Sib pairs

head(sibs,2)

rel Yson Ydaughter

[1,] 0.4057459 73.42357 70.41594

[2,] 0.4664197 69.25758 70.13953

Each row of sibs corresponds to a pair of siblings; the three columns provide the
actual relatedness and the phenotypes of the son and daughter

For full siblings, the covariance equation states Cov(S,D)=1/2 Var(A)

so 2 Cov(S,D) is an estimate of Var(A)

Var(S) and Var(D) should both equal Var(Y)

so estimate Var(Y) by 1/2 Var(S)+1/2 Var(D)

Therefore 4Cov(S,D)/(Var(S)+Var(D)) is an estimate of h2

this method estimates h2 = .447
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Practical - Sib pairs

#first construct a kinship matrix where sib pairs have relatedness 0.5

#(individuals have relatedness 1 with themselves)

K=diag(200)

for(i in 1:100)

{

K[2*i-1,2*i]=.5;

K[2*i,2*i-1]=.5;

}

head(K[,1:6],4)

[,1] [,2] [,3] [,4] [,5] [,6]

[1,] 1.0 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

[2,] 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

[3,] 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.5 0.0 0.0

[4,] 0.0 0.0 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.0

#create the corresponding phenotype vector

Y=matrix(0,200)

for(i in 1:100)

{

Y[2*i-1]=sibs[i,2];

Y[2*i]=sibs[i,3];

}
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Practical - Sib pairs

#for Haseman Elston regression, we must construct vectors X and Z containing kinships

and the squared phenotypic differences for all pairs of individuals

X=NULL;Z=NULL

for(i in 1:99)

{

for(i2 in (i+1):100)

{

X=c(X,K[i,i2]);

Z=c(Z,(Y[i]-Y[i2])^2)

}

}

#fit Z = alpha + beta X, then estimate h^2 by -beta/alpha

lm(Z~X)

Coefficients:

(Intercept) X

6.988 -3.590

This method estimates h2 = −3.590/6.988 = 0.514
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Practical - Sib pairs

#remake the kinship matrix using actual relatedness (instead of expected)

K=diag(200)

for(i in 1:100)

{

K[2*i-1,2*i]=sibs[i,1];

K[2*i,2*i-1]=sibs[i,1];

}

#remake X (Z does not change)

X=NULL;

for(i in 1:99)

{

for(i2 in (i+1):100){X=c(X,K[i,i2]);}

}

Fit Z = α+ βX , then estimate h2 by −β/α

lm(Z~X)

Coefficients:

(Intercept) X

6.988 -3.576

This method estimates h2 = −3.576/6.988 = 0.512
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Using Actual Relatedness Improves Accuracy

By measuring actual relatedness, rather than relying on expected
relatedness, we can obtain (slightly) more precise estimate of h2

Purple boxes are estimates using expected relatedness; red use actual
relatedness (green, blue use less accurate measures of actual relatedness)

Even bigger benefit - we can use “unrelated” individuals
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Using Unrelated Individuals

In 2010, Jian Yang, Peter Visscher, et al. considered estimating heritability
using only “unrelated individuals”

Why? Estimates of h2 become less precise as number of close relatives in
the sample decreases
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Using Unrelated Individuals

However, using unrelated individuals has three key advantages

1 - Less of a problem that we ignore effects of common environment (and
dominance / epistasis)

2 - Can use GWAS data, which enables much larger sample sizes than if
restricted to family data

3 - The resulting estimates, referred to as h2SNP , are estimates of “SNP
heritability”, the total variance explained by all SNPs (explained later)

This area is referred to as SNP-based heritability analysis

the major software is GCTA; my software is LDAK
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The Missing Heritability Problem

From about 2006 - 2012 people were increasingly referring to the missing
heritability problem

Maher. Nature news feature, 2008
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The Missing Heritability Problem

Although GWAS had found a number of associations for a wide range of
phenotypes, the proportion of variance explained by the associations for
any particular phenotype (h2GWAS) was typically slight compared to the
phenotype’s heritability

The classic example was height. The heritability is about 80%
In 2008, 20 associations had been found, but these explained only a few
percent of variation (Genome-wide association analysis identifies 20 loci,
Nature Genetics)

A 2014 study by the GIANT consortium increased the number of loci to
> 100, but h2GWAS remains only 10% (Defining the role of common
variation ... in human height, Nature Genetics)
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The Missing Heritability Problem

Although GWAS had found a number of associations for a wide range of
phenotypes, the proportion of variance explained by the associations for
any particular phenotype (h2GWAS) was typically slight compared to the
phenotype’s heritability

The classic example was height. The heritability is about 80%
In 2008, 20 associations had been found, but these explained only a few
percent of variation (Genome-wide association analysis identifies 20 loci,
Nature Genetics)

A 2014 study by the GIANT consortium increased the number of loci to
> 100, but h2GWAS remains only 10% (Defining the role of common
variation ... in human height, Nature Genetics)
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The Missing Heritability Problem

h2 pedigree = h2

narrow-sense heritability

h2 GWAS hits = h2GWAS

heritability of genome-wide
significant SNPs

Five years of GWAS Discovery. AJHG, 2012
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The Missing Heritability Problem

Environment

Genetics

Human Height Schizophrenia Obesity

Crohn's Disease Bipolar Disorder Epilepsy
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The Missing Heritability Problem

Environment

Other Genetics

GWAS SNPs

Human Height Schizophrenia Obesity

Crohn's Disease Bipolar Disorder Epilepsy
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The Missing Heritability Problem - Solved

Estimating h2SNP using mixed model analysis with unrelateds found SNPs
explain at least 45% of variation in height - over half the heritability
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The Missing Heritability Problem - Solved

Environment

Other 
Genetics

Other
SNPs

GWAS SNPs

Human Height Schizophrenia Obesity

Crohn's Disease Bipolar Disorder Epilepsy
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GCTA: Recipe for a Nature Paper (2010-2012):

Collect GWAS data for a particular trait (say > 5000 individuals with
genome-wide genotyping)

Compute kinship matrix K = XXT

m (using allelic correlations)

Remove individuals so that no pair remains with Ki ,j > 0.05

Perform REML to estimate Var(A) and Var(E)

h2SNP = Var(A)/(Var(A) + Var(E )) is an estimate of the total variance
explained by all SNPs

Write up paper explaining how much higher h2SNP than h2GWAS
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GCTA: Recipe for a Nature Paper (2010-2012):

Since the application to human height in 2010, this approach has been
applied to over 40 traits, including:

Crohn’s Disease Bipolar Disorder
Type I Diabetes Body Mass Index
Intelligence Economic & Political Preferences
Schizophrenia Parkinson’s Disease
“Human Personality” Major Depressive Disorder
Multiple Sclerosis Cilantro soapy taste detection
Cardiovascular Disease Childhood Leukaemia
Atherosclerotic Stroke Adult Antisocial Behaviour
Executive Functioning Canine Leishmaniasis
Rheumatoid Arthritis Neuroticism & Extraversion
Eating Disorders Life Span
Cannabis Use Bird wing span

In two years, there were at least 10 publications in Nature or Nature
Genetics, all identical except for the trait considered
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h2
GWAS vs h2

SNP vs Narrow-Sense Heritability

h2 pedigree = h2

narrow-sense heritability

h2 GWAS hits = h2GWAS

heritability of genome-wide
significant SNPs

h2 all GWAS SNPs = h2SNP
heritability of all common
SNPs
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Why is h2
SNP � h2

GWAS

Is it that estimates of h2SNP are wrong?

It was suggested that estimates of h2SNP are inflated by genotyping errors
or population stratification. (Population structure can inflate SNP-based
heritability estimates. AJHG, 2011)

Inflation is a problem - you are estimating the total contribution of
500 000+ SNPs, so even if you over-estimate the contribution of each
SNP by 0.00001% (one ten-thousandth of a percent), your estimate of
h2SNP will be 50% higher than the truth

But shown that with careful quality control and checks, inflation can be
avoided (Improved Heritability Estimation. AJHG, 2012)

Now estimates of h2SNP are generally accepted
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Why is h2
SNP � h2

GWAS

GWAS are only powered to find SNPs with large effect sizes. Therefore,
results suggest that most phenotypes are highly polygenic, with 1000s of
SNPs causal and most effects too weak to be detected through GWAS
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Is the Missing Heritability Problem Solved?

For most phenotypes we have found that
h2GWAS is much less than SNP heritability

However, SNP heritability remains less
than trait h2

This has led to talk of the “still missing
heritability problem”
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Reasons for h2
SNP < Narrow-Sense Heritability

Even the latest genotyping arrays do not include all SNPs

SNP genotypes only focus on common variants (present in > 1% of
population), so h2SNP does not capture the contribution of rare SNPs

SNPs are only one type of genetic variation; there are also structural
variants (e.g., CNVs), epigenetic effects, and a whole host of “omics”
(e.g., proteomics, lipidomics, transcriptomics, metabolics, etc)
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Why SNP Heritability? - TRICKY

When our sample contains related individuals, h2 was an estimate of
narrow-sense heritability, the proportion of variance explained by ANY
ADDITIVE genetic variation

When individuals are unrelated, h2 becomes an estimate of h2SNP , the total
variance explained by all SNPs

This is because, when two individuals are related, the similarities between
their SNP genotypes are (mainly) due to the relatedness, and there will be
similar patterns of similarities between other types of genetic variation

When individuals are unrelated, any similarities are due to chance, so
similarities observed across SNPs will be independent of (uncorrelated
with) similarities across other types
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similar patterns of similarities between other types of genetic variation

When individuals are unrelated, any similarities are due to chance, so
similarities observed across SNPs will be independent of (uncorrelated
with) similarities across other types
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Why SNP Heritability? - TRICKY

Consider two full siblings - they share 50% of genetic variation due to IBD

  

Individual 1

Individual 2

IBD Genome

Matching 
Genotyped SNPs

Matching Other 
Variation

Matching Other 
SNPs

So can not tell whether any phenotypic similarity due to SNPs or other
genetic variation
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Consider two full siblings - they share 50% of genetic variation due to IBD
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Why SNP heritability? - TRICKY

When two individuals are unrelated, they will still match for some genetic
variation

But these matching variants will occur at random (be independent)

So if they match for one SNP, this does not mean they will match for
other SNPs, or for other genetic variation

Therefore, if individuals with a particular SNP mutation tend to have
higher phenotype, then the phenotypic similarity must be due to this SNP,
rather than being due to a different source of genetic variation correlated
with this SNP
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Questions

Which are the most heritable traits?

For which have GWAS been most successful?

Which are the most polygenic traits?

Why do you think values are missing?

Why is there no estimate of SNP heritability
for breast cancer?
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Recap Questions

What are the coefficients of relatedness for MZ twins, DZ twins, full
siblings, half siblings and cousins?

What is the Covariance Equation used for?

How do we estimate h2 from MZ and DZ twins?

What do elements of a pedigree kinship matrix correspond to?

How do you compute an allelic correlation kinship matrix?

What are the main disadvantage and three benefits of estimating
heritability using unrelated individuals?

What are h2GWAS and h2SNP?

Why is h2SNP >> h2GWAS for most complex traits?
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